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All systems go

T

HE

digital device utilization

FORECASTS

ARE in and opti-

may be reaching a plateau,

mism abounds for

mobile device utilization is

the upcoming holiday season.

still on the upswing. Finally,

Deloitte’s annual holiday eco-

customers are hesitant to share

nomic forecast projects total retail

their personal information, but willing

sales will increase 5–5.6 percent, with online

to do so if retailers offer something in return.

sales likely rising 17–22 percent during the 2018
holiday season.

This report provides a summary of our findings.
We hope these insights will help guide retailers to
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Our 33rd annual holiday retail survey findings

capitalize on a cheerful holiday season and build

corroborate this forecast—consumers seem bullish

deeper relationships with consumers to keep the

about the economy, their household financial

momentum going well into the new year.

situation, and their spending plans for the coming
holiday season. Additionally, our consumer survey
shows online spending continues to grow and is

ABOUT THE SURVEY

expected to account for 57 percent of all purchases.
In this year’s survey, we explored planned shop-

This survey was developed by Deloitte
and conducted online by an independent
research company during September 6–13,
2018. It polled a national sample of 4,036
consumers aligned with the US census for
age and income. The survey has a margin
of error for the sample of plus or minus 1–2
percentage points.

ping behaviors to understand what consumers seek
in this holiday shopping season. We discovered that
shoppers are enthusiastic about the season and
continue to remain price- and value-focused. Retailers are in a great position this year to influence
shoppers’ venue choice and purchase decisions
with the right offerings and incentives, as many
shoppers enter the season undecided. While some
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Consumer outlook and
spending plans
Optimism abounds for the
economy and household
finances

C

their own household situation has improved or has
remained unchanged in the past year.
A perception of a strong economy as well as
robust household financials are the main drivers of

about

the

holiday spending. Overall, consumers indicate their

that

the

average holiday spend will increase from US$1,226

economy will either continue to improve or

to US$1,536 per consumer. Most consumers (78

remain stable in the coming year, with less than a

percent) report they plan to spend more or the

ONSUMERS

ARE

economy—73

percent

UPBEAT
believe

third expecting a slowdown. In matters closer to

same amount as they did last year (figure 2). For

home (figure 1), the majority of consumers believe

those planning to spend more, not surprisingly, the
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FIGURE 1

Most consumers believe their household ﬁnances have improved or
held steady
Thinking about your household’s current ﬁnancial situation, would you say it is…
Improved or remained the same as last year

A lot/somewhat worse than it was last year

72%

70%

66%

74%

75%

26%

25%

81%

82%

19%

18%

65%
58%

56%

44%

42%
35%

34%

30%

26%

29%

84%

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

2015

2016

2017

2018
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primary reasons given were improved household

and toys topping the list. Additionally, over three-

situation and more confidence in the economy.

quarters of consumers (78 percent) plan to shop for

For those indicating less spend,

themselves during the holiday season. When it

the primary reasons given

comes to pampering themselves, shop-

had to do with saving more

pers are likely to choose food and

than spending and paying

liquor, clothing, and shoes. With

down debt.

food and liquor on both lists, consumers look to be preparing for a
cheerful season (figure 3).

Consumers are creatures
of habit, particularly when
it comes to gift giving

Over the last five years, consumers
have increased their budgets for experiences such
as entertaining and socializing away from home;
experiences now represent 40 percent, or US$611,

The types of gifts consumers plan to purchase

of the planned holiday budget, while gift giving is

remain similar to last year, with gift cards, clothing,

34 percent or US$525 (figure 4).
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FIGURE 2

Most consumers plan to maintain or increase their holiday spending
How will your total holiday spending compare with last year’s holiday season?
Spend more/same

Spend less

78% 78%

75%
71%
64%

71%

71%

67%
68%

59%

62%
59%

63%

51%

58%

41%

42%

49%
36%

41%

33%
29%

37%
38%

32%

74%

70%

31%
26%

29%

29%

22%

25%
21%
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

84%
2018
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FIGURE 3

Shoppers give gift cards and clothing, and buy food/liquor and clothing
for themselves
What do you plan on buying as gifts? What do you plan on buying for yourself?
Gift cards or gift certiﬁcates

54%

Food/liquor

42%

Clothing

53%

Clothing

40%

Games, toys, doll, etc.*

46%

Shoes

26%

Books

22%

Cosmetics/fragrances/
health and beauty aids

21%

Books
Food/liquor

43%
39%

Buying as
a gift

Buying for
yourself

*excluding computer and video games

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 4

Spending on experiences will grab most of shoppers’ budgets
How much do you expect you will spend during the upcoming year-end holiday season on each
of the following items?

8%

8%

27%

Other

Home/holiday
furnishings

Socializing away
from home

40% of
total budget

9%

Gift cards/gift
certiﬁcates

10%

Nongift clothing

13%

Entertaining
at home

25%

Gifts

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Holiday shopping: Process,
preferences, and venues
fronts will play a substantial role as well. Great

The prepurchase shopping
research process

M

news for retailers is that both online retailers and
physical stores top the list for prepurchase shopping
research, coming in just ahead of search engines.

OST SHOPPERS ARE likely to do at least

This duo is also a great reminder for retailers that

some research before making a pur-

shopping is no longer an “either online or in-store”

chase. While much prepurchase shopping

proposition, but it is rather a seamless experience

research will involve online venues, physical store-

between the two (figure 5).
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FIGURE 5

Retailer sites—online and physical—top the list for prepurchase research
Which sources will you use for research before making your holiday purchases?
Percent of holiday shoppers
Start point

Online retailers
66%

33%

Retail stores
56%

16%

56%

20%

Web search engines

Retailer websites or mobile apps
42%

7%

Family/friends/colleagues/acquaintances
41%

8%

Manufacturer websites/mobile apps
3%

31%

Third-party review/price comparison sites
4%

30%

Print media
4%

21%

Social media sites
2%

18%

Electronic media
1%

14%

Virtual assistants
5%

1%

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Preshopping tools,
behaviors, and iterations:
Consensus on venues
visited, variance on order

the second most popular venue type, also being frequented by half of the holiday shoppers (52 percent,
up from 44 percent in 2017). Traditional department stores and off-price retailers round out the
top four destinations. Many of the remaining retail

While there are a few clear leaders in terms of

formats are converging with about 20 percent of

which sites and venues will be visited throughout

shoppers planning to visit them (figure 6).

the process, there is no clear consensus on the best
or desired place to start. For example, while two-

Half of the holiday purchases
are open to retailer influence

thirds will visit online retailer sites as part of their
shopping journey, only one-third indicate these
sites are their preferred starting point. Almost a
quarter (23 percent) of shoppers plan to use social media
sites to assist in their holiday
shopping process, about the
same as in 2017. These social
media users are more likely
to trust family and friends (74
percent), followed by brands

This year’s shopper
is of two minds—
half hunter,
half gatherer.

(58 percent) and retailers (48

Many shoppers enter the
holiday season undecided on
what to buy or where to buy
it, as half of all purchases are
expected to be either completely or partially unplanned.
Specifically, 30 percent of
purchases are still being finalized and 20 percent are

percent). Surprisingly, despite

completely unplanned across in-store

media attention on celebrity

and online channels (figure 7). Hence,

social media activity, only 16

shoppers this year are “gatherers” for

percent of social media users

half of their purchases, giving retailers

trust celebrity recommendations.

a chance to influence a large portion
of the shopping budget by focusing
on what matters most. For this year’s

Where will
consumers
be shopping?
Online and
mass merchants
lead the pack

holiday shopper, that translates to
creatively presenting a variety of highquality products available at attractive
prices.
While consumers may know what
they want for half of their purchases,
survey findings suggest they are often
undecided on where they will shop.

Given

that

over

half

of

Thus, retailers also have an opportu-

holiday spending is anticipated to be online, it is not

nity to influence “hunters,” those who have already

surprising that online retailers are the most popular

decided what they want to purchase, by providing

format, with 60 percent of shoppers planning to

appropriate incentives to shop at their brands

shop at these venues. Mass merchants represent

(figure 7).
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FIGURE 6

When it comes to shopping, online and mass merchants gain steam as top venues
At which types of retailers will you likely shop for holiday gifts?
2018

2017

Internet/online retailers (including auction sites)

60%
55%

Mass merchants
44%

52%

Traditional department stores
28%

32%

Oﬀ-price stores
24%

Bookstores

28%

25%
26%

Supermarkets or grocery stores
22%
21%

Local independent stores not in a mall
22%
22%

Restaurants/fast food establishments
19%

Warehouse membership clubs
18%

22%

21%

Electronics/oﬃce supply/computer stores

21%
14
22%

Home improvement stores

5
20%
18%

Outlet stores/centers

Dollar stores

20%
20%
17%
15%

Specialty clothing stores

Toy stores

16%
16%

15%

20%

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 7

Holiday shopper (un)decisiveness
How do you typically shop for the holidays when you are in a physical store or online?

19%

On completely
unplanned purchases

51%

49%
undecided

On speciﬁc items that
the shopper had
planned to buy before
entering the store

30%

On items for which
shopper had a general
idea, but selected based
on inspiration while in
the store/from website

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

What makes a venue choice
primary? Deals, products, and
ease

process and experience smooth and easy. This can
be achieved by eliminating anything that is deemed
friction in the shopping process, and includes simplifying the checkout and returns processes (figure

Consumers noted that what matters most when

8). Also, given that most holiday shoppers expect

deciding on a shopping venue are price and value,

to move between digital and physical channels

product quality and variety, and presentation.

throughout their shopping journey, streamlining

Another way that retailers can score points during

the omnichannel transition experience will likely

the holiday-season frenzy is by making the shopping

prove beneficial for retailers as well.
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FIGURE 8

What factors matter for preferred venue choice? Deals, products, and
convenience
How important are each of the following store attributes when holiday shopping at the
preferred venue?

Price and value
74%

Getting a great deal

60%

Ease of product returns
Availability of coupons and promotions

40%

Product
Products and brands that are of a high quality and
can be trusted

71%
68%

Variety of products/styles available
Variety of delivery options available

38%

Presentation and wayﬁnding
66%

Ease of checkout process

64%

56%

Well-organized and easy-to-navigate website/mobile app

50%
62%

Ratings and reviews for products

Emotional connection
33%

Shopping at this retail aligns with my core values
Excited to tell others about my shopping trips to my
preferred retailer

19%

Environment
28%

Attractive displays and presentation
Unique experiences*

17%

Complementary services available**

17%

*Unique experiences include classes, kidsʼ activities, and online games.
**Complementary services available include personal styling/tailoring for apparel, nutrition consultant in a drug store or
grocery, and designing advisor for home products.
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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In-store shoppers want
to interact with products
and receive inspiration

Ah … the ease of
shopping online!
Online shoppers are very much on the same page

For most shoppers who plan to shop in physical

in terms of why they prefer shopping online; over

stores, the opportunity to interact with products is

three-fourths of shoppers cited convenience as the

paramount. Almost half of consumers shop in-store

main reason to shop online. More than 70 percent

for inspiration and to avoid shipping costs (figure 9).

mentioned free shipping and two-thirds mentioned

This finding highlights the importance of in-store

time savings and home delivery (figure 10).

availability and creative and accessible merchandising.
FIGURE 9

Reasons for shopping in-store vs. online: Product interaction and inspiration
Why do you plan to shop in a physical retail store rather than online?
Ability to interact with the product
60%

Avoid shipping costs
47%

For gift ideas and inspiration
47%

Is fun/festive and puts me more in the holiday spirit
42%

Easier to make returns later
35%

Need to acquire gifts immediately
33%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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FIGURE 10

Why shop online? Because it is so convenient and easy!
Why do you anticipate shopping online instead of in a physical store?
Convenience (comfort of shopping from home)
77%

Free shipping
72%

Time saving
67%

Home delivery
66%

24x7 availability
62%

Easy-to-compare prices
58%

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Incentives and influences
Holiday shoppers are sticky,
but willing to try new venues
if given the right incentives

S

of shoppers indicated a willingness to try other
venues if given the right incentives including better
prices, greater product selection, and unique offerings (figure 11).

HOPPERS ARE CREATURES of habit in both

What does it take to
break the venue status
quo? Better prices lead
the way.

what they purchase for gifts and where they
shop. Over three-fourths (77 percent) plan on

shopping at the same retailers as last year.
However, the tendency to stick with what has

worked in the past does not mean this year’s shoppers have already made up their mind—75 percent

16
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FIGURE 11

What it takes to try a new venue: Better prices and products
What would inﬂuence you to try a new store or retailer?
Better prices
75%

Greater selection
48%

Unique or one-of-a-kind products
46%

If a friend or family member recommends a new place/way to shop
44%

New or diﬀerent types of gifts
44%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

So, what makes for
the “better price?”

a better price just might be the gap between the sale
price and the listed price.
Along similar lines, our survey also revealed

Given the importance of “better

that 82 percent of consumers say their

prices” in swaying shoppers from their

shopping will be influenced by promo-

preferred venues, just what do our

tions. Price discounts clock in as the

shoppers mean by “better prices”

most appealing promotion. Coming

and what do they look for in

in second and third as the most

particular? For some, a

appealing types of promo-

better price could be the

tional offers are free

difference between the

shipping and free gifts.

price in one store com-

Digging

deeper,

free

pared to that in another.

gifts are more likely to

However, given that 95

appeal to women (57

percent of shoppers find

percent) than to men

price discounts to be the

(47 percent).

most appealing (figure
12), what is perceived as

17
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FIGURE 12

Most appealing holiday promotional oﬀers: Price discounts and free oﬀerings
Which of the following holiday promotional oﬀers appeal the most to you?
Price discounts
95%

Free shipping
75%

Free gifts
52%

Loyalty points
32%

Buy more and save more
29%

Exchange oﬀers
9%

Contests, sweepstakes, and games
6%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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It’s all in the timing
Most shoppers start before
Thanksgiving

M

OST HOLIDAY SHOPPERS will start shopping before Thanksgiving (60 percent, up

Early bird shoppers spend
more than those who
start later.

slightly from last year’s 55 percent; figure

13). Almost one-fifth (18 percent) had already
started their shopping before filling out our survey
(in early September) and another 21 percent said
they planned to start shopping before November.
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FIGURE 13

Early shoppers outspend late shoppers
When are you likely to begin your holiday shopping?

60%

40%

plan to begin
shopping before
Thanksgiving

plan to begin
shopping on
Thanksgiving or later

Average spend
US$1,685
Before end of
October

39%

OCTOBER
Average spend
US$1,761

Average spend
US$1,315
Before
Thanksgiving

On or after
Thanksgiving

Leading up to
Christmas

21% 27%

Post holidays

11%

2%

NOVEMBER DECEMBER
Average spend
US$1,542

Average spend
US$1,309

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Average spend
US$1,284

JANUARY
Average spend
US$1,620

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

The early shopping trend is good news for re-

online retailer visits. Over half of holiday shoppers

tailers, as early shoppers are likely to spend US$370

(57 percent) do not anticipate completing their

more than those who start their shopping later.

shopping until December. For most, purchases are

Early shoppers tend to be more deal-focused, more

spread over two months and the longer consumers

engaged across digital and physical channels, and

shop, the more they are likely to spend.

more likely to buy indulgent gifts. Given the po-

So, when should retailers expect the spending

tentially greater spend by early shoppers, retailers

rush? Shoppers will do almost half of their shop-

would benefit from having strategies that encourage

ping—48 percent—during the 30-day window from

shoppers to start their shopping sooner rather than

late November to mid-December, which includes

later. These can include limited-duration deals and

the traditionally big holiday spending days starting

promotional offerings early in the shopping season.

at Thanksgiving. Both holiday shopping traffic and
spending are expected to peak in late November
(November 16–30). This year, reliance on Cyber

More than half of
shoppers will not complete
their shopping process
until December

Monday and Black Friday is expected to be down
a little from 2017. Shoppers tend to be more reliant
on Cyber Monday as opposed to Black Friday, with
younger consumers embracing these shopping days
more than older consumers.

The average shopper plans on making an
average of seven physical store visits and eight

21
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Digital influence
Attached at the hip …
or desk or couch

T

holiday shopping device, mobile is the most prominent growth area. Nearly half of holiday shoppers
plan to use their smartphones and a fourth indicate

HE VAST MAJORITY (93 percent) of shoppers

they will use their tablets. For those customers

will be connected to and interacting with

using mobile devices, 67 percent plan to use mobile

technology during this year’s shopping season.

to make a purchase, up from 57 percent last year

While desktops/laptops remain the most utilized

(figure 14).
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FIGURE 14

More shoppers purchase on desktop/laptops, but mobile usage is growing
the fastest
How do you plan to use your devices to assist with your holiday shopping?

Desktop/laptop

Mobile

Tablet

76%

22%
46%
83% in 2017

40% in 2017

20% in 2017

Top 5 uses by device
Make a purchase

Track order status

Browse online

79%

Browse online

72%

Browse online

Make a purchase
71%

76%

Check/compare prices

Check/compare prices
Make a purchase

Check/compare prices
66%

Read product reviews

63%

Product speciﬁcations

69%

68%

70%

Read product reviews

75%

67%

Get store locations
64%

62%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

66%

Track order status
61%

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

The spending moment of
truth: Online represents over
half of all purchases

Desktops and laptops will represent a third of total
spending (34 percent), a slight decrease from 36
percent in 2017. The growth in online spending this
year is expected to be driven by mobile and tablets

Once the prepurchase research is done and gift

(15 percent and 7 percent of total spend, respec-

decisions made, 57 percent of this year’s holiday

tively), up a combined 5 percentage points since

dollars will go through online channels, with in-

2017.

store capturing 36 percent of spending (figure 15).
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FIGURE 15

Spend by channel: Digital registers will ring more than physical
registers
What percent of holiday budget do you expect to spend online and in-store?
Online channels (desktop, laptop, mobile, and tablet)

In-store

57%
55%
51%

50%

46%

45%

38%

2015

2016

2017

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

36%

2018

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Desktops/laptops remain
the most utilized holiday
shopping devices, but
mobile devices
show the greatest
year-over-year
increase.

24
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Shoppers want technologies
that improve the shopping
process—not merely “new
for the sake of new”

season. Only 19 percent of holiday shoppers plan to
use innovative offerings such as seamless checkout,
voice-assisted shopping, and virtual or augmented
reality (figure 16). Should retailers wish to reap
the benefit of new technologies, they should not

Despite new technologies popping up all around

only strive to demonstrate how such technologies

us, and media and companies hyping—or even ex-

improve the consumer experience, but also ensure

tolling—their virtues, most shoppers (81 percent)

they are incorporated in a way that is easy to use

are not yet planning on using them this holiday

and understand.

2

FIGURE 16

Most shoppers do not plan to use any “new” technologies this season
Which of the following do you plan to use during this holiday season?
Seamless checkout
7.5%

Voice assistants
4.4%

Social commerce
4.2%

Virtual reality
3.6%

Text-to-buy
3.6%

Chatbot-assisted personal shopping
2.1%

Augmented reality
1.6%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Shopper privacy and sharing
Data breaches are a reality for
42 percent of shoppers, but
they are willing to forgive

G

half (45 percent) the shoppers are concerned about
data breaches. The good news for retailers who
have experienced data breaches is that less than
10 percent of holiday shoppers indicate they would

IVEN THAT A staggering 42 percent of this

never shop at such retailers again. However, almost

year’s shoppers have experienced data

half would like to see the retailer act to regain their

breaches and also in the light of the pub-

trust before they return, and another third will

licity around breaches, it is no surprise that almost

change their payment method (figure 17).
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FIGURE 17

Data security breaches: Shoppers are forgiving, but want assurances
How would your concern impact your holiday shopping experience?

1%

7%

Other

I would never shop at
that retailer again

11%

No impact on my
shopping behavior

46%

I would shop again if the
retailer took action to
regain my trust

34%

I would continue to shop
at the retailer, but
change my method of
payment

Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Just because shoppers
want to shop does not
mean they want to share

Shoppers want to have
the final say in whether
and how their personal
information is used.

While shoppers may be forgiving, they are not
entirely willing to share personal information with
retailers. Interestingly, gender and name were the
only types of personal data that more than half of
consumers were comfortable sharing. Moreover,
fewer than one in five customers were comfortable
sharing more personal information, such as credit
score, GPS location, and social media presence.
Retailers should be cognizant of shoppers’
discomfort with sharing too much personal information and real-time data. The line between
respecting shoppers’ space and keeping a pulse on
them and connecting with them at every move they
make is a fine one (figure 18).
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FIGURE 18

Shoppers feel comfortable sharing only some types of personal information
How comfortable are you with sharing the following types of personal information
with retailers?
Gender
56%

First and last name
53%

Race
44%

Previous purchases
41%

Birth date
33%

Telephone number
32%

Personal identiﬁers*
30%

Family status
28%

Address/property records
27%

Credit card data
24%

Online browsing history**
22%

Social media presence
20%

Geolocation/GPS data
18%

Financial history/credit score
16%

Biometric data
12%
*Personal identiﬁers include email address, account name, and IP address.
**Online browsing history includes interaction with ads, apps, and websites.
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.
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What’s in it for me?
Promotions and discounts
are what it takes to get
today’s shopper to share

fudging include not only concerns about privacy,
but also the desire to avoid targeted messaging/
political mailings, or the hope of improving their
personal credit score.3

While consumers are hesitant to share too much

Shoppers might share, but
they want to be in the
driver’s seat regarding
sharing decisions

personal information, they are likely to give a little
to get a little; this year’s holiday shoppers indicate a
desire for something in return for their personal information. Consistent with the promotional nature
of the holiday season, shoppers are most interested
in receiving discounts or special offers in return

Over three-fourths of shoppers want to have the

for their personal information. This is followed by

final say in whether their personal information can

faster resolution of service issues and faster check-

be used by retailers. An even greater proportion

outs (figure 19).

wants to control whether their information should

However, retailers need to not just focus on

be available for sale to others. Consequently, re-

collecting data, but also be wary of the data quality

tailers would be wise to articulate the value to the

provided by consumers. Recent Deloitte research

consumer of sharing data and assure shoppers of

shows that even when consumers do willingly share

the security measures they are taking. After all, con-

their data, it is not always accurate. Reasons for

sumers are looking forward to a cheerful season.

FIGURE 19

In return for information, shoppers want promotions and discounts
What do you want in return for your sharing personal information?
Promotions, discounts, or other oﬀers
61%

Faster resolution to an issue related to a product or service
36%

Faster checkout
35%

Personalized product oﬀerings
24%

Product recommendations based on my purchase history/preferences
23%

Targeted advertisements
13%
Source: Deloitte 2018 Holiday Survey.
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Bells and whistles

Leading retailers this season are likely to ...

Capitalize on the
undecided consumer

T

value, quality products, and a convenient and easy
shopping process.

HIS YEAR’S FINDINGS suggest that holiday

Understand shopping timing
and encourage early shopping

shoppers are only set on half of their purchase
decisions when they enter a retail venue, be

it physical or online. Thus, nearly 50 percent of

this year’s holiday spend can be influenced by

Understanding the timing for shopping and

retailers by focusing on what matters most to con-

spending is important for retailers as these deter-

sumers. Holiday shoppers care about price and

mine peak times for product availability as well as
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staff availability not only on the floor, but also to

and use technological innovations, they must

man the checkout areas in physical stores. Similarly,

demonstrate how innovations improve the shop-

for online operations, this understanding can help

ping experience. Implementation and integration

retailers plan ahead to avoid delays or site crashes.

of technology should be seamless, easy to use, and

Also, given that early shoppers are likely to buy

easy to understand.

more than late shoppers, retailers would be wise
to encourage early purchases via such strategies as

Give shoppers assurances,
control, and reciprocal perks
for their personal information

limited-duration deals.

Enhance the shopping
experience through
technology, whether
existing or new

Given

consumers’

experiences

with

data

breaches and their wariness toward sharing personal information, retailers would be wise to assure
shoppers of what they are doing to protect shopper

Technology remains an integral part of the shop-

information. Also, ensuring that the relationship

ping process as online shopping is expected to grow

and sharing remain a two-way street, retailers

and mobile is expected to increase its influence.

should consider providing services in return for

However, shoppers seem to lack enthusiasm for the

personal information, such as special promotions,

newest of technologies. It is pertinent that retailers

faster service response, and easier checkouts. Addi-

continue to provide convenient ways for shoppers

tionally, retailers should be mindful of the accuracy

to connect and interact with them digitally. For

of the information provided by having systems to

retailers who want their consumers to embrace

not only protect data, but also verify it.

Consumer optimism is high this year and so are the general holiday spending plans. The consumer,
however, still seeks value (low prices, best deals) as well as ease of shopping. Online shopping
continues to grow, and mobile utilization is a major driving force. For retailers, gone are the days
of thinking about the shopping experience as an “either online or in-store” proposition—rather it
should be a blended and easy omnichannel experience. The retail landscape has transformed, and
consumer behaviors and expectations have evolved. The time is ripe for retailers to see more than
what meets the eye, redefine their strategies, and capture the opportunity that exists this holiday
shopping season.
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